Cole-Hughes macrocephaly syndrome and associated autistic manifestations.
Based on cases that had been excluded from a previous clinical study of Sotos syndrome, Cole and Hughes [1991: Am J Med Genet 41:115-124] reported a new syndrome associated with marked obesity, occasional delayed bone age, distinctive facial anomalies, mental retardation, and progressive postnatal macrocephaly in the context of autosomal dominant familial macrocephaly. Subsequently, Stevenson et al. [1997: Lancet 349:1744-1745] emphasized the association of progressive postnatal macrocephaly with autism, and they suggested that this might comprise a recognizable autism syndrome. We report two additional patients with Cole-Hughes syndrome and associated autistic characteristics with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. These patients seem to manifest a distinctive behavioral phenotype associated with Cole-Hughes syndrome and they manifest a distinct subgroup of persons with autism that may ultimately shed light on the pathogenesis of this disorder.